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Balancer-Plié
Place Balancers as above. Do a demi 
or a grand plié enhancing turnout when 
getting into more deeper plié. Try to 
maintain the achieved turnout when 
coming up with deep muscles (picture A) 
and without sickling the ankles, like in 
picture B.

Balancer-Soutenu
Place Balancers in a fourth position. 
Rotate your hips 180 degrees so your 
feet change places. Return to the 
starting position. Hold the turnout 
actively througout the excercise.
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Turnout and alignment excercises for ballet dancers

Jame-Balancer balance board is a versatile training tool. It can be used 
even within a dance class for balance, core stability and active turnout 
training. It can also be used in pairs for bilateral excercises e.g. finding 
muscle support for ballet positions.With Jame-Balancer you can improve 
your dance technique and/or use it as a rehabilitation tool. 

You can use Balancer for:
• improve control of ankle, knee, pelvis and trunk
• discover and strenghten the muscles of active turnout
• train body control for pirouettes

Here are some examples of possible excercises 
with Jame-Balancer(s) for dancers:

Discovering active turnout 
with two Balancers
Place Balancers to the ballet position you want 
to practise and then turn Balancers to paralell 
position. Step up on Balancers. Open your legs 
into turnout by bringing inner parts “together 
and front”. Control your body alignment 
throughout the excercise.   
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Discovering active turnout 
with one Balancer
Place Balancer into paralell position. 
Step up and open both legs into 
turnout. Rotate supporting leg by 
bringing inner thigh into front but 
keep your pelvis and upper body 
steady (picture A). Picture B shows an 
example of incorrect alignment.

Excercise for supporting leg 
in en dehors pirouette
Place the supporting leg on Balancer. Do the 
preparation and then do a balance or a turn 
keeping heel on Balancer (do not stand on 
demi pointe!). Focus on maintaining active 
turnout throughout the excercise.   

Excercise for supporting leg 
in an arabesque
Place your foot on Balancer. Do an arabesque 
holding active turnout in supporting leg.  
Try to do also a promenade.
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The excercises are compiled by physiotherapist Lilli Helpi. 
Model is Finnish National Opera’s Ballet school’s vocational student Pia Auvinen.
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